GLOBAL PROVIDER: Highly versatile, selfpropelled bunker ship
Builder..................................Jesse Engineering
Designer.................... Elliott Bay Design Group
Vessel’s name...........................Global Provider
Owner/operator.................... Maxum Petroleum
Country........................................................... US
Flag................................................................ US
Total number of sister ships
already completed........................................... 0
Total number of sister ships still on order.......... 0
Contract date...................................... April 2016
Delivery date....................................March 2018

D

esigned by Elliott Bay Design Group (EBDG)
of Seattle, and built by Jesse Engineering of
Tacoma, Global Provider is the first vessel of its
design and size for owner Maxum Petroleum and
will be used to deliver fuel and lube oil to ship
operators in the Pacific Northwest.
Global Provider is a self-propelled bunker ship
which conforms to ABS-issued loadline and class
certification under ABS Sub-Chapter D rules for
steel vessels under 90m. The vessel is equipped with
a cargo handling system, featuring six pairs of cargo
tanks, and is designed to move segregated products
in a single trip, without cross-contamination. For
safe and responsible handling, the vessel is able to
provide advanced tank-level monitoring courtesy of
its electronic Bergan Guard-Level quad stick system.
In the engine room, a pair of Cummins QSK
19M Tier 3 diesel engines provides propulsive
power. These two in-line, six-cylinder engines
each turn Twin Disc MGX5170D 3.12:1 reduction
gears swinging 1.2m, four-bladed stainless-steel
FPP props. A pair of Northern Lights 65kW Tier 3
generators meets the boat's electrical and hydraulic
power requirements.
"We wanted a versatile vessel that would provide
the highest level of environmental protection and
compliance and allow Maxum to efficiently provide
its diesel and lube oil customers in Puget Sound,"
says Maxum Petroleum's Mike Curry. "We have a
15,000-barrel barge on the job, but this new boat
with a lightship displacement of 325tonnes will be
able to more efficiently handle our factory
processor and ATB-tug customers. While oil barges
typically target the deep-draught commercial

sector, Global Provider is sized to service a wider
range of vessels and avoid the problematic overflow
and storm-water risks and implications associated
with refuelling by multiple tanker trucks."
As part of its high level of versatility, the vessel
has the capability for emergency and oil spill
response. The vessel is equipped with a FLIR
thermal imaging system, giving the crew complete
visual ability in darkness, fog and smoke.
Firefighting capabilities include two Ansul 4" foam
monitors and a tank for firefighting foam. Onboard
spill response equipment includes 183m of
containment boom and absorbent materials.
Deck gear includes a 1.27tonne-capacity Rapp
Marine hose-handling crane that can also be used
for skiff and boom deployment or to assist in
skimming operations. The vessel can be used as
floating storage during skimming and recovery.
Additional onboard emergency safety and rescue
equipment includes a Jason's Cradle manoverboard rescue system.
Crew accommodations include a spacious
galley and quarters for four. All black and grey
water is plumbed into a holding tank which can
only be pumped ashore.
TECHNICAL PARTICULARS
Length, oa............................................... 39.62m
Breadth, moulded...................................... 9.75m
Depth, moulded......................................... 3.96m
Gross tonnage.......................................99tonnes
Displacement..................................885.99tonnes
Design, draught......................................... 2.74m
Max speed............................................11.5knots
Range.................................................... 3,000nm
Daily fuel consumption................2.72tonnes/day
Classification society.................................... ABS
Other important international
regulations complied with........................ SOLAS
Main engine(s)
Make................................................ Cummins
Model...............................................QSK 19M
Number......................................................... 2
Output of each engine.......................... 522kW
Gearbox(es)
Make................................................Twin Disc
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Model...........................................MGX 5170D
Number......................................................... 2
Output speed......................................... 3.12:1
Propeller(s)
Material.................................... Stainless steel
Manufacturer..........................Sound Propeller
Number......................................................... 2
Fixed/controllable pitch...........................Fixed
Diameter........................................... 1,220mm
Open or nozzled......................................Open
Alternators...........................................................
Make/type................................Northern Lights
Output/speed of each set....................... 65kW
Deck machinery
Anchor winch
Manufacturer.......................... J.K. Fabrication
Crane(s)
Manufacturer...............................Rapp Marine
Number......................................................... 1
Capacities/SWL..............................1.27tonnes
Bridge electronics
Radar(s)...............................................Furuno
Autopilot........................................... Auto-Nav
GPS......................................................Furuno
Chart plotter.........................................Furuno
Onboard capacities
Fuel oil......................................30,283.29litres
Fresh water................................1,892.71litres
Sullage.......................................1,892.71litres
Complement
Crew.............................................................. 4
Passengers................................................... 0
Number of cabins.......................................... 2
Other significant or special items of equipment
1 × Bergan HX 6 sliding vane pump
(main cargo pump);
1 × Bergan HX 4 sliding vane pump
(lube oil cargo pump);
Bergan Guard-Level Cargo Gauging system
with custom quad stick, high-level over-fill
alarms, guard level read-out, MMC connection
and Bergan rising stick gauges all in one flange;
FLIR thermal imaging camera;
Ansul foam firefighting monitors and
1,324.89litre foam tank;
Deflector Marine articulated rudders;
Stabicraft 1450 spill response boat
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DESIGNED | BUILT | OPERATE
Pacific Northwest

Maxum Petroleum / Pilot Thomas Logistics would like to welcome the
Global Provider, the safest and most advanced bunkering vessel in the US
to its fleet of tugs and barges. Maxum provides Marine Gas Oil (MGO)
and deep draft lubricants in every major port on the US West Coast.
(206) 613-1449
inquires@maxumpetroleum.com
www.pilotthomas.com

